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Introduction ,
, .

i ... t..! are fi'W, if any, men who would qualify:for the position of Playboy
bo -v; and there areffew, if any, women who would qualify for the
po. . ,n of male lead in a motion picture. However, there are many other
occupations in which gender may be irrelevant. People in these jobs include
nurses, trucic drivers, lawyers, secretaries, and economists. Why is it, then,
that these jobs are each characterized by a disproportionate number of
males or females? And why do' many female-dominated occupations com-
mand lower wages than do male-dominated occupations? .`''

During the past two decades, .many feminists have answered these
questions with one word: discriMination. They have felt that the only
appropriate means for bringing about change and equality for women in
the work forceihas been government regulation. The 1960s were charac-
terked by one law after another, each seen as a step toward bettering
women's position in the labor force. 10963, for example, Congress passed
the Equal Pay Act4requir. g equal pay for the same work. Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, passed i 1964, prohibiteaemployers from discriminating
agairst women.

Fklinists in the 1980s, though, are stating that these regulations have
not been effective because women on average still earn approximately 59
percent as much as men do, and are largely concentrated in certain types of
jobs. Members of the 13,1siness and Professional Women's Foundation
blame this "lack of progress" on poor enforcenientwpf the regulations and .:
on "the imprecise language of the Equal Pay Act." The organization also
claims that "Segregation of 'men's robs' wpd 'women's jobs' has been a
barrier to successful litigation and batgaining fbr equal pay for women.,"
Because the jobs o.f both sexes are not identical, it .has been difficult to
demonstrate the discriminatory basis of women's wages."I

Tissue of the '80s
To deal with this, many \feminists are focusing on what Janet Gray

itayes, former mayor of San Jose, California, calls the "issue of the '80s;"
'vial pay for work of comparable worth. The concept of comparable worth
differs from that of eillial pay"for equal work notonly in definition'but also
in how it would affect vomenif it ere passed into law. Equal pay for equal%,\

work deals with paying a woman the same wage as a man, or another
woman, who is doing exactly the sane job. Comparable worth focuses on
paying an entire profession or occup tion the same wage rate as a second
profession or occupation; both of w ich are determined by some outside
authority to be of the Same worth o value to'an employer.

.
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The proposed method of determining this Worth or valueof .a job is a
job-evaluation point system. Under such a system a certain number or
points are awarded for different job criteria, such as skill, effort and
responsibility required by the job, as well as working conditions under
,which the job is performed. Those jobs with the_same number of points are
determined to be of equal worth.

,Advocates of the point-system method, therefore, claim that each '166
has an intrinsic value to an employer and that it is possible to objectively
determine this value. In a recent court decision, die American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees' (AFSCME) won a major lawsuit
against the state of Washinaon, Using a point system similar to fhe one
described abve, AFSCME introduced evidence that positions such as that
of clerk-typists should.be paid the sanie.wage rate as that of warehouse
workers. Judge Jack Tanner ruled th4,t wages in "female occupations" be
increased, not that wages in "male oc6upations" be lowered.

In other court cases, nurses employed by the city of Denver have argued
that they should be paid as much as city tree- trimmers;2 and jail matrons in
Oregon have argued that they should be paid the same wage as male
guards.3 The nurses and jail matron]; like the AFSCME typists relied
on the argument that their jobs are automatically valued lower than
male-dominatW jobs simply because they are female-dominated jobs.
Their argument implies, therefore, that if the occupatiops of clerk-typist,; nurse, and jail matron were predominantly male, the wages for these
occupations would' be higher.

1eA recent report prepared for the L qual Employment Opportunity Com-
mission (EEOC) by the Committ on Occupational Classification and
Analysis concludes that' a

gt .

our judgment is that there is substantial discrimination
in pay. Sipecific instances of discrimination are-neither

. , easily identified nor easily remedied, because the wide-
spread concentration of women and minorities into low -
paying jobs makes it difficult to distinguish discrimma-

, tory from nondiscrimin ory components of compensa-
tion. One approach, whi heeds further development
but shows some promise, is o use existing jOb evaluation
plans as a standard for comparing the relative worth of
jobs.3 t,

Do jobs really have an intrinsic value irrespective of the market thitt can be
\, determined by using job- evakiation systems? One useful way to examine

this question is to consider exactly how the value of, a job (or a wage) is
determined.

When a person values something more than he values something else, lif
is simply stating a preference for A over B. (l am aware of the possible sexist
connotations carried by "he, "his," and "him," but I prefer this simplified
use of English to the cumbersome "he and she," "his and hers," etc.) An

6
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employer values the labor of his employee more than he values the wage he
pays. The employee, on the other hand, Valdes. the wage more than he- values his time and effjrt. If this were ,not the case, trade between the
employer and employee would not take place. When trade does take place,
both people feel they are better off; they have traded something of less,.
value for something of greater value. Each of them has subjectively deter-
mined that the trade was worthwhile at that particular time and under
those particular circumstances.

How do the employer and employee determine their respective. values?
Values are always determined in the individual, unique minds of men and.
women. A person will value one thing over another because he feels it gives
him greater utility .that is,satisfaction or usefulness. This satisfaction or
usefulness may not ,seem right or appropriate in the .eyes of another
person. Right or wrong, though, one's notion of value guides one's actions
and deter ines one's goals. These goals may change as a person changes
his value )f something. '

Thing arid people do have intrinsic characteristics, but even these are
viewed and valued differently by different people. Objectively, for exam-
ple,,,,4aintipg by Picasso is just a piece of canvas with paint on it. Subjec-
tively, however, this same canvas may be viewed and valued as a great
work of art, It is important to remember that values are always determined\./SUbjeCtiVelY.

Do jobs, then, really have an intrinsic (objective) value? Or can the value
of.any job only be determined subjectively, depending on the circumstan-
ces? Given that the value of a job can change at any time and differs from
person to person, jtklbs have subjective characteristics.

Consider the situation of a man stranded on a deserted island. The day
before he was stranded, his circumstances and ideas may hav%led him to
value the services of a tailor very highly. However,.once he is stranded, he
no longer cares if his tlothes fit well. He may now be Willing to trade the
services of fifty tailors for those of one boat builder. As a consumer, the
man stranded on the island has determined the value he place* on the
services of a boat builaer, as well as his value of any person the boat builder
might employ.

As entrepreneurs beco e alert to the changing values of consumers,
they will shift their factors of production ,labor, capital, land to best
satisfy these consumers. Therefore, those factors most valued by consu-
mers will also be valued highly by the entrepreneurs. If, for example, a
great number of sailboats were suddenly demanded (valued), the boat
builder's employees who are trained in making sails would become more.
valuable to consumers and to.the employe and they would command
higher wages. Employers, therefore, cannot simply set rates at whatever4
level they desire. Rather they must be constantly alert to the changing
values of consumers.

However, not only do wage differentials between jobs reflect the values

3
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consumers plaCe on the contributions work4;:,irs make to the final product,
but they also depend upon the scarcity of tlualfied workers relative to the

, demand for their contributions. Employees who. have skills, experience,
abilities, .rd contributions needed by an entrepreneur and who are also
scarce relative to Cleirand will be paid higher wages.

.
Wage differentials` between men and women are not the consequence of

women being inherently less productive than fnen. The differentials exist'
because women, 1/411 comparison, generally have less educAtion and fewer .

skills and are higher risks for employers". For example, those women who
entered the tkork force in the 19.50.s were generally more educated than
their male cOuwerparts. Since then, however, as more and more wtoen
have entered the work force, the average level of education for wo-fking

wohen has fallen behind the average level for men.5
Men do not leave their jobs to have ctildren and are less likely than

women to leave their jobs to care for their children. la addition, men area
less likely to move if their spouses are forced to relocate for professional
purposes. All of these 'are reasons why, turnover rates for mOri are lower
than turnover rates for women. one study using Department of Labor
reports estimates that the r3edian number of years menistay ont,thir jobs
exceeds that for women by 77 to 100 percent.0 .

.

Differences in wages between nen and women can also be explained by
.other' factors. Men are usually physically stronger thin women and they
tend to work in jobs that have a higher probability of physical harm.
Becau4e of this increased risk to the employee, these jobs command higher
wages.' .

.,
With a comparable-worth policy, what would hapOen if supply and

demand conditions were to drive up the wages in one particular occupa-
tion? For example, with regard to the A FSCME v. State of Washigton decision,

if there is a sudden shortage (relative to demand) of warehouse workers in
Washingvn, causing wages to increase at a greater-than-normal rate,
should clerk-typists automatically receive the increased wage simply '
because their occupption is determined to be of comparable worth?

Through the use of prices, the competitive process enables market
participants to learn about, available opportunities. As consumers' tastes
and preferences change, prices change to reflect, the new choices the .
consumers are making. As thurices of consumer products change, wages

in' the labor market change. Workers, like entrepreneurs, are always at the
mercy of consumers, and prices are'the signals that to l i I market partici-
pants how products, seivices, and ultimately workers...a e valued in the
ni a rket.

Wage rates in turn provide information to people who are deciding on an
occupation. An occupation demanding a high wage rate means that con-
sumers value the job and that there is a small supply of workers relative to
demand. The incentive to enter this occupation'truld be high. A
comparable-worth policy would cause great distortions in\this information:

`,..
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A high wage rate may simply mean that the occupation is determined to be
of comparable worth to a different, high- payiflg occupation. People would
then have incentives to enter and train for/occupations where thero,is
already an ample supply of worker's. The result would be over-supply of
workers in some occupations and under-supply in others.

One popular argument against permitting the forces of supply and
demand to set wages is stated by EEOC consultant Ruth.Blumrosen. She
contends that prevailing wages are a product of other employers' prior
discriminatory practices.$ But entrepreneurs are concerned only with the
present and the future. The'value of something yesterday has no meaning
to them today. They value the factors of production, including labor,
available in the present in accordince with these factors'anticipated serv-
ices in the future production of consumer goods. This is because entrepre-
neurs are always acting in th`e present to prnduee results in. the future.

Some feminists also claim that many w en should not be subject to
changes in market supply and demand. 1 he EEOC repoit explains that
"while the opportunity to move out of segregated job categories may be
welcome to many women, many others, who have invested considerable
time in training for their jobs, demand wage adjustment in 'women's jobs'
rather than opportunities toiwork in other jobs."°

In other words, many women feel employers should be forced to demand
whatever skills, experience or abilities these women may already have.
This would be the same'as forcing c nsumers to purchase products they do
not want simply be'cause these p ducts are already on the market. If this
were the case, entrepreneurs ould have little incentive to create new,
more innovative products; con umers would have to buy What the produc-
ers already are selling.

This is precisely the effect a comparable-worth policy would have upon
women. They would no longer have the incentive to better themselves, to
learn new skills that are actually in greater demand. With this lack of
incentive, wage rates would be likely to decrease rather than rise. For
exampi,?, the judge in the AFgCME 'v. State of Washington case ruled that
wages to "female occupations"'be increased. This decision is likely to
increatke the incentives of women to continue entering these "female
occupations" and therefore create an oversupply in these joys.

Many feminists, in effect, are saying to women, !'Stay, where you are."
This kind of advice, though, only reinforces the idea that women are
unambitious and less capable than men. The very women who are trying to
shed this iv are actually demonstrating that they agree with it by
arguing that women will "never get anywhere" without the help of
government.

a
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Government: Friend or Foe?
Any reliance on government to increase women's position in the labor

force is ironic, in that analysis shims that government legislation, although
well-intentioned, has not always been helpful to women. Historically,
legislation has restricted Women from entering certain occupations for
several different reasons. During the early 1900s, women were banned
from working in establishments that sold liquor so that immoral and
disorderly situations would not develop. Women:also were prohibited from
working in mines and at night jobs to prevent "unregulated mingling of
men and women" in dark places.lo "Specific evil effects of long hours on
childbirth and female functions" was the basis for restricting the number of
hours women could work.11

The job-related regulations were initially seen as helpful to women.
Most of them, however, proved to be just the opposite. One female econo-
mist realized this very early. In -1900 Sophonisha P. Breckinridge wrote:

Such legislation is usually called "protective legislation"
and the women workers are characterized as a "protected
class." But it is obviously not the women who are pro-
tected. For them, some of this legislation maybe a distinct
limitation. For example, the prohibition against work in
mines or against night work may very well so limit the
opportunities of women tp find employment as to result
in increased congestion land decreased wages in such
other occupations as are open to them. . . . But no one
should lose sight of the fact that such legislation is not
enacted exclusively, or et/en primarily, for the benefit of
women themselves.12

Even in recent years there has been protective labor legislation that' -v
limits the hours, rest periods, minimum wages, occupations and duties of
Women. Such legislation often has kept women out of well-paying jobs or
has made women less valuable to employers.13- Some of these restrictions,
however, are not as easily seen as those in effect at the turnof the century.
Consider the following three examples.

First, women with children, constantly confront government-made
obstacles. Because of laws prohibiting them from operating businesses
from their homes, they are not able to work and care for their children at
the same time. Ironically, the very industries that are most highly regulated
are those in which "female jobs" dominate. For exami+, the apparel and
craft industries, in which wbmen could easily be highly productive at home,
are highly regulated by the restrictive Fair Labor Standards Act.14

Also, as women make new choices to enter occupations that will take
them away from hothe, the market will meet their demands by supplying
different types of institutions that enable them to do 901 One of these
institutions is the day-care center. Unfortunately, those who demand

la
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day-caretenters may find them in sh4frt supply. There are so many regula- .
tions That must. be complied with to operate a day-care center that many
votild-be entrepreneurs simply cannot go into this business, This puts a
restriction not only on those who are willing And able to supply the
day -care centers but :also on those women who demand them..

Second, certain regulations.with which employers must comply make it
more expensive fothem to hire women than to hire men. In many states
employers must pay pregnant women benefits under statewide temporary
disability insurance laws. under the affirmative action order for service

,and supply contractors, employers must undertake the cost of setting goals
and timetables for promoting ,m;norities and women.

Third, those'women who accept the notion that discrimination is ,their
main barrier to entry into many jobs must ask themselves the folloWing
question: Does government involvement increase or decrease the incen-
tives for employers to discriminate against women? The answer is twofold.
Not only does government action increase the likelihood of discrimination
in the private sector of,our economy but it actually promotes discrimina-
tion in the public sector.

The Private Sector
To understand how the government promotes discrimination in the

private sector, one must first realize that discrimination is costly to any
profit-maximizing firm. For employers to discriminate on any basis, they
must spend more time searching for employees who do not have the
characteristics the employers consider undesirable. A firm will have to
choose between discrimination or higher profits (because of lower costs).
This statemen' kolds true because even a slight cost advantage can mean A-
very substantii. competitive edge for those firms who do not discriminate.

the government taxes income or profit, it gives every firm an added
incentive to choose discrimination and other amenities over higher profits
in )rder to avoid higher taxes. 4.

Laws that fix wage rates at certain levels for the purpose of benefiting
workers create side effects, including discrimination. When a minimum-
wage law is imposed, many new job applicants enter the market hoping to
get paid this Wage rate. This activity creates a surplus of people searching
for jobs and allows employers to be discriminatory at a very low cost.15
Furthermore, many of the job applicants whose skills are not worth the
minimum wage to employers will not be hired at all For reasons discussed
earlier, many of these applicants will be women.

Restrictive licensing by the government limits the number of licenses
available in a partiailar occupation. It may also increase the likelihood of
discrimination. When the number of licerlses available is less than the
number of applicants in the particuiar labor market, the wage rate is forced

1



to a higher level than would exist without the licensing requirement. This
higher wage attracts more applicants to the labor market, and because
there are more potential employees to choose from, it aOin creates a
situation in which discrimination by employers is considerably cheaper.ln

Although managers in both private and public sectors have (*finite
incentives to increase the number of prerequisites available to them, there
are several built-in market mechanisms.in the private sector thework .

against these incentives. For example, profit sharing in many private firms
increases the probability that managers'will maximize profits, not perqui-
sites (including discrimination). If managers do decide to increase their
operating costs by discriminating, this less profitable.management will be
reflected in the stock'price of a corporation. A low price may mean the
potential for a large capital gain, and this will increase the possibility that
the company will be taken over by those who feel they can manage the
company more efficiently.l7 The new owners will fire the discriminating
managers and hire more productive, profit-maximizing managers. A com-
petitive market for corporate control, as well as a competitive managerial
labor market, both' work as checks-on the discriminating behavior of
private managers. None of these checks, however, exist in the public
sector.

The Public Sector
Because public- sector managers are not subject to market competition

in which survivial depends upon making a profit their incentives are
different. They must show that they are needed by the public. The most
effective way to show this, they believe, is by spending greater and greater
amounts of money. The main incentive for these managers is to increase
the size of their budgets. In each budget period, therefore, they have a
greater incentive to spend more money so that their budgets will be
increased during the next period. This will allow them not only to show
that their existence is "necessary" to the public welfare and to bestow a
greater amount of public benefits, but also to indulge their own preferen-
ces, which may include employing men instead of women. With this
increased incentive to spend more money, then, there is also an increased
incentive to discriminate.

As economist Thomas Sowell notes, "Discrimination levels in colleges,
universities, hospitals and the government itself were, in past eras, greater
than in competitive industries at the same time."18 It is interesting to note
that suits based on the comparable-worth issue have been initiated by
women who are-in some way employed by the government or by nonprofit
institutions. These women include the nurses employed by the city of
Denver, librarians working at the University of California, employees of

12
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ithe city of San Francisco, clerical workers at the University of Northern
jaiLmat rims employed by the county of Washington in Oregon, and

clerk-typists employed by the State of Washington.
This fact is not Surprising. These women indeed may have been subject

to discrimination. They are not working under private sector managers,
where market incentive systems would protect thejn, to a great degree,
frem discrimination.

The Rationality of the Market
Should not both feminists and women in general encourage the reduc-

tion of government&intervention?as well as the growth of the private
sector of our economy? Most legislation will only decrease women's free-
dom in thelabor force. This iosf of freedom will affect women far more
severely t ha9 any discriminatory practices by employers. Most women area

,not consciously asking for special favors; they are simply asking for the
opportunity to prove that they can contribute to society in way that have
been traditimally reserved for men. Whenever government gives oppor-
tunity to some, it is always at the experme of others. The unhampered)
market, in contrast, gives opportunity to everyone and even encourages
the discovery of more chillenging, more exciting and greater opportunities:

Women are individuals each of whom has unique aspirations and
desires. The freedom and opportunity that the market offers a woman
enables her to choose her own, individual path in life. No woman can be
coerced to work for a particular boss, even if she hatreigneda contract to do
so. A competitive market process would provide endless alternative
employment opportunities even t ough they may mean a cut Ray. A
labor force controlled by the state,( ough, would mean the ab1/4 timnIt of
any choice an empl ..yee could make s to an employer. As ecor. ';t F. A.
Hayek notes: "That the freedom of the employed depends upon exist-
ence of a great nunib.r and variety of employers is clear,when consider
the 6ituation that woild exist if there were only one employer namely,
the state. . ."1)

Even withouj having completely eliminated discrimination, ari unham-
pered market, over time, would tend to equalize wage rates between
equally productive men and women. This tendency shows the importance
of "a great number and variety of employers." Assume a discriminating
employer pays his inie employees $10 per hour and his female employers
$5 At. hour for doing the same work. If no other job opportunities existed
in the market, the women would have to accept this wage disparity or stop

..working.
Precisely because the employer discriminates, however, hi creates an

opportunity for othq entrepreneurs to enter the market and provide the

1
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same product or service at a lower cost.-0 When a second employer enters
the market, he will hire all women at a wage rate higher than $5 per hour
but lower than $ to pet hour and therefore,have lower costs than the first
employer. The women working for the first employer will move to the new
emRloyer at the higher wage rate. The discriminating employer either will
be fbrced to lower the wage rate he pays to his employees (now all men)
until these rates are equal to the wages of the second employer or will be
forcedout of business..

Nevertheless, the market's ability to create opportunities and to gener-
ate and spread information is far superior to that of the state, if indeed the
state has the ability at all. It is superior because of the market's competitive
pi ocess. As entrepreneurs compete for consumer approval, they are com-
pelledio continually create new opportunities, not only for themselves but
also for consumers and people in or trying to enter the work force.
Each time an ,..ntrepreneur seizes an opportunity and provides the consum-
er with a better r roduct or service, he is also providing new opportunities in
the labor market.

It is true that the government provides women with some jobs that
otherwise would not have been available to them. Again, though, when
one looks beyond the immediate effect of government granted opportu-
nity, one sees a different story. In the market there is always a tendency for
the most productive people available for a job to be employe il in that job.
When an employer must hire women to meet hiring quot"uirements,
he must search to find women as qualified as the men now employed. In
many cases this is not possible, and less qualified personnel are hired:This
shi will mean lower profits, less corporate growth, and eventually, per-

INt , reduction of personnel. When such down-turns occur, women are
the first to be let go. Not only are the government-granted opportunities
lost, but many more are also lost because the company did not grow and
_prosper as it otherwise might have.

This situation would also occur if, because of comparable-worth regula-
tions, employers were forced to increase the wages of some employees
beca 1 i se their jobs were determined to be of the same value as jobs already
commanding higher wages. These inC`rtased wages would mean additional
costs to employers. One consulting firm in Philadelphia, which produces
job-evaluations systems, estimates that increasing wage rates to eliminate
wage disparities between "female jobs" and "male jobs" would cost $320
billion in added annual wages throughout the American eNnomy.21
Employers may or may not be able to pass these added costs on to consum-
ers. Unless their values change, consumers will not be willing to pay higher
prices for the products and services an employer is offering. Therefore, the
employer absorbs these costs; again' the company will not expand as it
might have and may even be forced to reduce its business and lay off
employees.
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If employers can pass these costs on to their customers, the ultimate
burden of the comparable-worth laws would rest .upon consumers. All
consumers in fact would be subsidizing women working in "felnale jobs."

A further cost to consumers mould be what economists call "rent seek-
ing." Instead of developing their own skills in order to improve their
productivity and pay, workers would have an incentive to spend their time
and effort trying to influence whatever government agAtcy determines
the worth of a job. Resources would be diverted from productive use to
lobbying, which is a negative-sum gan.eger the entire society.22

..

An Alternative Direction
Feminists peed only to glance back into the history of the United States

to see what oppcirtunity means and how it is created. Why did milliOns of
immigrants from many different religious and etlfnic backgrounds come to
the United States? Because it was the land of opportunity, where everyonE
was equal,in the eyes of the law and anonymous in the eyes of the market.

Equality and anonymity meant, and still mean, that the market looks at
individual human beings. It does not care if a person is a woman, a Jew or a
black. It cares only that the person is able to perform a particular job better
than any other applicant for the job, taking into consideration the costs of
finding the best applicant. Tathe market, people are anonymous so long as
they satisfy the ultimate economic arbiter, namely the consumer. To cite
Ludwig von Mises: "The point of view fr9on which the consumers choose
the captains of industry and business ifexclusively,their qualification to
'adjust production to the need§of the consumers. They do not bother about
other fea tu%es and merits'."23 The market is the most efficient creator of ,

r oppoi (unities for women.
Mos, woMen ask not only for opportunity but also to be seen as individ-

uals: Unfortunately, some women want to be judged as individuals, and at
the same time, be given special consideration as a group. What these
women are actual advocating, then, is a collective ideology. They are

Aiim

ignoring the/rdc:rt t--there are differences not only between men and
women but among women themselves, and that these differences will be
valued accordingly in the market. In some'cases the fact that someone is
female williopen many doors for her that are closed to a man.

If feminists want to learn why some womenare segregated into certain
occupations, they should not simply leap to the conclusion of "discrimina-
tion and call for further legislation. They should take an alternative
direction and look for further explanations. In the eyes of consumers, one
gender may be seen as better than the other at performing certain jobs. For
whatever reasons, women are choosing certain occupations, such as nurs-
ing and waitressing, and they may very well be proud of the work they are

, ti
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doing. If they are not satisfied with the wages they receivefor their chosen
work, they must &Wile that consumers are the ones who place a value on
their job and who are ultimately cfetermining their wages. If they want to
receive higher wages, they must be willing to gain skill andlor education
required to move into those occupations that consumer.; value more
highly.

Many feminists claim that wypten have failed to progress because of
discrimination and because it Ono difficult to prove that discrimination
exists. But it is even more difficult to determine how many doors of
opportunity these feminists haveclosed, not only to themselvei but also to
others, because they have used goverrictient in their attempt to achieve
equality. Outright discrimination by an employer will eventually be
detected by market particip ?nts looking for new opportunities, but the
choices taken away when the government intervenes in any market inter-
ai.:ion may never be discovered. These feminists should be analyzing their
own past actions; they may find that such actions have.contributed to the
easons why many women are not where they want to be.

Summary .1.
Wage rates are ultimately determined by thesubjective values Of consum-

ers. These values can ne*,er be objectified by usinNob-evaluation point
systems. Only individual consumers can compare the worth of a job with
the worth of any other j0.42. They do this whenever they choosto buy one
product over another. Through their actions in the market, consumers
signal employers as to which employees they value highest. These
employees will rightfully command higher wages.

A comparable-worth policy would mean a great reduction in consumer
sovereignty. Any information the market would provide through changes
in prices and wages would be greatly distorted. The economic consequen-
ces, therefore, would be severe shortages in some occupations and an

excess supply in others. Overall economic activity would decline not only
because of these market distortions, but also because many women who
could have made innovative and creative contributions to the economy
would be deprived of the incentive to do so.

If many women are trying to gain the opportunity for individual choice, a
comparAble-worth policy, or any other government legislation, is not the

answer. Women's opportunitieanil choices depend upon the amount of
freedom they have. Only an unha pered market will provide them with
the individual choices they desire aid the freedom to pursue them.
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